Imagination Hour...at Home! Daily Challenges
You can use Legos, blocks, or anything else you have on hand.

WEEK ONE

Sunday- Today's challenge is to design a bridge. Try a few different designs - which one makes the longest bridge? Which design makes the strongest bridge?

Monday- Today's challenge is to design and build a castle. How will people enter your castle? Will there be a regular door or does it need a drawbridge? Make flags for your castle out of paper or fabric and find the best way to attach them.

Tuesday- Today's challenge is to build a robot. What kind of jobs will your robot do? Will it be tall or short? How will it move - on legs, on wheels, or some other way?

Wednesday- Today's challenge is to build a boat. Will it be fast like a speedboat, or slow like a rowboat? Will it carry lots of people, or just a few? If it needs a sail, make one out of paper or fabric.

Thursday- Today's challenge is to build a dinosaur. Will your dinosaur stand on two legs or four? What will it eat? Will it have plates on its back like a Stegosaurus, or horns like a Triceratops? What will you call your dinosaur?

Friday- Friday's "Imagination Hour...at Home!" challenge is to build a tower. How tall can you make your tower before it falls over? Think of different ways to design your tower to make it stronger. Do your new ideas work?

Saturday – Join us for Imagination Hour...Online! Show off your creations from this week's challenges, and get new ideas. This meeting will be held on Zoom. Contact the library at johngraham@ccpa.net for the link to join the meeting!

WEEK TWO

Sunday- Today's challenge is to build a car or truck. What kind of car will you make? Some examples are race car, pickup truck, convertible, and SUV. Will it have large or small wheels? Don't take it apart when you're finished, because it will be part of tomorrow's challenge!

Monday- Today's challenge: Build a garage for the car you built yesterday! Will it attach to a house or will it be a separate building? Will it be big enough for just one car, or will it hold two or more? What kind of door will it have? Don't take it apart when you're done - we'll use your car and garage in tomorrow's challenge!

Tuesday- Today's challenge is to build a road for your car. Will your road be straight or windy? Will it be flat or hilly? Will it be a narrow country road or a four-lane highway?
Wednesday- Today's challenge is to build a scene from your favorite book. If your favorite book doesn't have pictures, use your imagination when you build. What do you think the characters should look like? What are their surroundings (the area where the scene takes place) like?

Thursday- Today's challenge is to build a barn. What kind of animals will live in your barn? What kind of jobs will people do in your barn (milking cows, grooming horses, etc.)?

Friday-Build a train. What kind of cars will you train have? (locomotive, caboose, freight cars, passenger cars...) What will your train carry? Will its track be flat, or will it go over mountains?

Saturday – Join us for Imagination Hour...Online! Show off your creations from this week’s challenges, and get new ideas. This meeting will be held on Zoom. Contact the library at johngraham@ccpa.net for the link to join the meeting!

**WEEK THREE**

Sunday- Today's challenge is to build a miniature town. It will need some houses and roads. Think about the other things your town might need, like stores and schools. What kinds will your town have? Make up a name for your town.

Monday- Today's challenge is to build a roller coaster. Will it go up and down, or around in circles, or upside down? What would the cars look like? Give your roller coaster an exciting name.

Tuesday- Today's challenge is to build a dog. Will your dog be large or small? Is it a pet or does it have a job, like a police dog or a Seeing Eye dog? When you're finished, build a doghouse for your dog.

Wednesday- Today's challenge is to build one of the rooms in your house. Which room will you choose? Make furniture for the room. Don't forget the doors and windows!

Thursday- Today's challenge is to build a spaceship! How many astronauts will it carry? Will they go to the moon or one of the planets? What will they see when they get there?

Friday-Build a Tic-Tac-Toe game. Don’t use a pencil and paper. Build the lines between the squares, and build markers to use instead of X’s and O’s. Then challenge someone to a Tic-Tac-Toe game. The winner is the first person to get three in a row.

Saturday – Join us for Imagination Hour...Online! Show us your creations from this week’s challenges and get new ideas. This meeting will be held on Zoom. Email the library at johngraham@ccpa.net for the link to join the meeting!